
ADE MILLER & SIMEON WARNER

Good Times on Good Neighbor

O n a clear day you can see Good Neighbor Peak - the south summit of
Mt Vancouver - from the end of the runway in Yakutat, Alaska. The

south rib appears to rise directly from the sea to the summit, just asking to
be climbed. In May 1993, Ade had met Bill Pilling and Carl Diedrich outside
one of the airport hangers; Bill was hardly a welcoming advertisement
for the south rib. The pair had just completed the first ascent of Good
Neighbor but Bill had smashed his leg in a crevasse fall near the summit.
He and Carl then spent several days descending the mountain, Bill crawling
most of the way.

Twelve years later we were camped below the initial couloir on the south
rib at 2517m. The previous afternoon we had skied from our base camp
and descended a couloir to the glacier below Good Neighbor's south-west
face. Our plan: climb the route in three to four days and descend the south
spur of the south-east ridge in one day. We packed food for four days and
fuel for six.

The following morning, after a short wait for the weather to clear, we set
off up the initial couloir. Simeon got the ball rolling by kicking steps up the
already soft snow to the top of the couloir at around 2790m. The rock was
rumoured to be of dubious quality in places and so it proved. We climbed
the entire day trying to stick with the crest wherever possible as the rock
there was slightly better. At just over 3050m the ridge became icy. Traversing
the final section to 'bivvi nirvana' provided some excitement when one of
Ade's crampons detached. This gave us a few moments pondering the
possibility of an exciting, if brief, top-down inspection of the south face.
Ade managed to hop to a better stance and reattach his crampon whereupon
we found a good tent site behind an ice block at 3240m.

Day 2: A colder and windy dawn. The inevitable wait for the sun on the
tent ensued. We aren't the best practitioners of the prompt alpine start and
this route didn't look like it was going to change things. Above, the route
takes the west side of the ridge and climbs a couloir system for 600 metres.
We could see this from our tent, although getting into the base of the cou
loir from the ridge seemed tricky. We started up the ridge but were forced
to rappel into the couloir at about 3350m. Simeon set off up the couloir
and disappeared into a narrow section about 30m above. It soon became
apparent that things were not going quite as planned. Swearing and curses
started to float down from above - generally a bad sign in Simeon's case.
Above, the gully had turned to a mixture of wet gravel, slush and poorly
bonded wet ice; the shale sidewalls offering no opportunity for protection.
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75. The route from the south-west. The south rib is the obvious ridge in the
foreground. The descent follows the ridge in the background. (Ade Miller)

We were forced to simul-climb until Simeon found something approximat
ing to an anchor. Ade adopted a 'don't ask, don't tell' policy on the anchor
as he continued up, finally finding better rock to the right as the couloir
widened.

We climbed a mix of couloir and rock ridge all day. With no flat spots in
sight, we pushed on, eventually reaching a snow rib at 3870m. There was a
stiff wind blowing as we chopped out an ice ledge below the crest. By the
time we got bored with chipping, our ledge supported about a third of the
Bibler tent's floor space. If you've ever wondered what could be more
claustrophobic than the Bibler, and what could be more foolish than using
a gasoline stove inside it: spend a night melting snow with the stove balanced
on your knees and then take turns to snatch a little sleep in the usable
corner of the tent. You'll have answers to both questions - 'very little'.

Day 3: A predictably early start. We stuck to the ridge, skipping the next
snow couloir for fear of a repeat of the previous day. The rock on the ridge
improved but the climbing became harder, eventually defeating us at a steep
wall. We rapped into another couloir and, this time, luck was with us. We
climbed the couloir for some lSOm-200m on nf?ve, getting good gear most
of the way and only finding a short section without snow.

The route description mentioned a knife-edged ridge, but as we pulled
over the final rock section it was still a surprise. It wasn't as corniced as



76. View from the first bivvi showing a couloir that splits the rock band.
(Ade Miller)



77. Ade early on the morning of day 6, after the storm cleared. (Simeon Warner)

78. Simeon descending the south spur of the south-east ridge. (Ade Miller)
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reported on the first ascent but was nonetheless thought provoking, with
big drops into the cloud on either side. Our three screws were enough to
make the ascent reasonably sensible by leapfrogging each other's leads;
sometimes balancing on the crest, sometimes shuffling astride it or traversing
on the icier east side. The last rope length on the ridge reached the base of
a serac below the summit slopes. Another pitch brought us to a flat bivvi
spot on top of the serac band at 4360m.

We were a little concerned that cloud had been moving in and out
throughout the day. Should it cloud in on the summit, navigation would be
difficult. From the tent we could see the rimed seracs that guarded the
south side of the summit plateau. The ground below them looked
straightforward though we failed to factor in the altitude, which had finally
caught up with us.

Day 4: We kicked steps to a large crevasse lOOm above the bivvi; above
that, the slope turned to hard ice. We simul-climbed some of it but for the
most part were reduced to swinging rope lengths as it was just too tiring to
move any faster and falling off seemed inadvisable. We each pushed out
our leads ten steps at a time before resting and then going on again.
Eventually we reached a runnel in the rime leading to the top of the final
ice cliffs guarding the summit, and - we hoped - flat ground. The final
runnel proved steep but short and we topped out at 2pm, five and a half
hours after leaving the bivvi.

The terrain abruptly became horizontal. Gaps in the cloud gave us views
along the ridge to Vancouver itself but that was about it. We ditched packs
and postholed to the highest point on the lumpy summit crest. After a few
photos and congratulations on a job half done we trudged back to our gear,
ready to descend.

We dropped down onto the north side of the south-east ridge to avoid
some seracs and were immediately in thigh-deep unconsolidated powder.
This seemed like very bad news but we hoped it was localized to north
facing slopes. For most of the descent to the col we were able to stick to the
ridge crest where conditions were better. We pitched the tent at the colon
a nice site dug into the ridge.

It took us two days to descend the south-east ridge, the first spent sitting
out bad weather near the top. The following day treated us to a spectacular
dawn as the storm cleared and we set off early before the newly loaded
slopes warmed up. We down-climbed most of the broad ridge, rappelling
from a huge snow bollard to negotiate a large serac that split the entire
slope at about 3350m. The remainder of the descent was relatively
straightforward with the exception of a near miss with a small avalanche as
the sun started to loosen the new snow.

Another hour brought us back to our cache at the base of the route. And
thanks to our pilot, Paul Swanstrom, we were back in Haines the following
afternoon to engage in some 'social drinking' with the locals.
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79. Simeon climbing below the summit ice cliffs. (Ade Miller)

Summary: Ade Miller and Simeon Warner climbed the south rib of Good
Neighbor Peak (4724m, AK 4+, PilIing-Diedrich, 1993). The route was
completed in six days starting on 17 May 2005 and summiting on the 20th.
It was the third ascent of the route and first ascent of Good Neighbor by a
British team. Further details of this and other climbing activity can be found
on: http://www.bivouac.com
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